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Introduction 
 
Several cases of severe acute respiratory syndrome 
with unknown etiology were reported in Dec 2019 
in Wuhan City, China (1-5). The coronavirus, a 
large family of viruses, was the main cause of this 
outbreak (6-8). Two popular types of corona-
viruses are called SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV. 
They have created two outbreaks in 2003 and 
2012, respectively (9). The novel coronavirus is the 

third type of this family that created a huge pan-
demic and introduced as COVID-19 by WHO. 
The origin of this virus is not yet known, but it's 
more likely to be a bat (10, 11). This disease has an 
incubation period of over 14 d, its mortality rate is 
between 2%-3% (12) and is transmitted through 
respiratory droplets and contact with contami-
nated surface (9). 

Abstract 
Background: The outbreak of COVID-19 is rapidly spreading around the world and became a pandemic disease. 
For help to better planning of interventions, this study was conducted to forecast the number of daily new in-
fected cases with COVID-19 for next thirty days in Iran.  
Methods: The information of observed Iranian new cases from 19th Feb to 30th Mar 2020 was used to predict 
the number of patients until 29th Apr. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving 
Average (ARIMA) models were applied for prediction. The data was prepared from daily reports of Iran Ministry 
of Health and open datasets provided by the JOHN Hopkins. To compare models, dataset was separated into 
train and test sets. Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was the comparison criteria.  
Results: Both algorithms forecasted an exponential increase in number of newly infected patients. If the spread-
ing pattern continues the same as before, the number of daily new cases would be 7872 and 9558 by 29th Apr, 
respectively by ANN and ARIMA. While Model comparison confirmed that ARIMA prediction was more accu-
rate than ANN.  
Conclusion: COVID-19 is contagious disease, and has infected many people in Iran. Our results are an alarm 
for health policy planners and decision-makers, to make timely decisions, control the disease and provide the 
equipment needed. 
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COVID-19 spread very fast in China (3, 13), and 
the world (4). Therefore, the total number of con-
firmed cases and deaths from this virus 800023 
and 38748 people in the world by Mar 31, 2020, 
and infected more than 190 countries (14). Iran 
was seen as the first case of COVID-19 in Qom 
on Feb 19, 2020. Then the disease spread very fast 
throughout the country (15). The total number of 
confirmed patients and death in Iran was 44605 
and 2898, respectively on Mar 31,2020 (16). 
Although, the government has implemented 
preventive strategies at the beginning of the 
outbreak, the number of new cases increased and 
has created a serious concern for people and 
health policy makers. Because the disease is highly 
contagious, the government and the health system 
must be prepared to prevent and counteract it. 
Therefore, being aware of trend of disease helps 
to make decisions about preventive interventions. 
Modeling to predict the number of new cases in 
the next days is one way that reveals the trend of 
disease. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
and Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average 
(ARIMA) are the two most popular class of 
models for trend modeling and predicting time-
series data (17) Although ARIMA has been in use 
for forecasting infectious disease since past years 
(18), ANN has been recently known as powerful 
nonlinear regression techniques(19); and due to its 
ability for time series forecasting, it has been 
widely applied (20). ANN is a member of machine 
learning algorithms. There are many studies 
confirmed the superior performance of machine 
learnig algorithms in comparison to more 
customary models (21). However, none of 
ARIMA and ANN has been definitively proven to 
be more precise than the other for different 
medical fields; and therefore studies continue to 
compare them (17). This comparison is also 
continued in this study to determine the most 
accurate model for forecasting the spreading trend 
of Coronavirus.  
However with the most precise forecasting model 
since the spread of coronavirus depends on 
several factors, including environmental factors 
and personal behavior, quarantine, therefore 
modeling can not predict the precise number of 

cases, but they help to make better decisions by 
health policy makers. Therefore, this study was 
conducted to forecast daily new cases that infected 
with COVID-19 for next days in Iran, with identi-
fying the most accurate model for forecasting it.  
 

Methods 
 
This time-series study was conducted to predict 
the number of new cases infected with COVID-
19 in Iran, until 29 Apr 2020. The daily-confirmed 
cases of COVID-2019 from Feb 19 to Mar 30, 
2020, in Iran, were extracted from the daily reports 
of Ministry of Health and Medical Education of 
Iran, and open datasets provided by the JOHN 
Hopkins University.  
  

Model introducing 
 
Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average 
(ARIMA) 
ARIMA (p, d, q) is simultaneous fit of other two 
models including Auto-Regressive (p), Moving 
Average (q) and seasonal autoregressive integrated 
moving average (SARIMA) model (22, 23). If nec-
essary, ARIMA use differencing (d) to change time 
series data into stationary ones (17). Box-cox is an-
other popular transformation recommended to 
improve ARIMA fitting (24). The model goodness 
of fit is usually assessed through inspection of the 
residuals; in the way that in a good fit, the plot of 
residuals versus the order of observations should 
not depict any trend and the residuals should ran-
domly be scattered around the zero line. The nor-
mality of residuals would intuitionally be checked 
through Normal Probability Plot (NPP) in addi-
tion to histogram of residuals; however, normality 
could analytically be inspected by Shapiro-Wilk 
test. Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions (ACF & PACF) plots of residuals are 
other useful tools for goodness of fit assessment. 
Finally, Residuals could also be tested to be sta-
tionary by Box-Ljung.  
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)  
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an extension 
of Generalized Linear Models (GLM) (25). This 
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data mining algorithm is so popular for modeling 
nonlinear associations (26). ANN is comprised of 
three layers: an input, output and hidden layer(s). 
Each layer is formed from Neurons and Synapses 
(Fig. 1). The neurons in the input layer are previ-
ous observations used for forecasting future val-
ues in the output layer. Other layers within input 
and output are called hidden layers (27-29). Fol-

lowing is an ANN plot with 𝑁1and 𝑁2 neurons re-
spectively in input and output layers.  
 

 
Fig. 1: Model Implementation  

 
Model Implementation 
ARIMA and ANN were used as the two most 
popular class of models for forecasting time series 
data to forecast the number of newly infected pa-
tients. ANN was trained with three hidden layer 
each of them containing 10 neurons. The number 
of repetitions for this algorithm was set to be 300. 
Wherever it was needed, Box-Cox transformation 
was used to provide normal observations. The 
goodness of fit for models was assessed through 

the following plots regarding the residuals: residu-
als versus observation order, NPP, histogram, 
ACF and PACF. Residuals were also tested to be 
stationary by Box-Ljung. For model comparison, 
the dataset was split into train and test sets respec-
tively including 19th Feb to 24th Mar (35 d) and 25th 

Mar to 30th Mar (6 d). ARIMA model and ANN 
algorithm were compared according to Mean 
Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE) criteria (18), as follows: 
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Finally, data analysis was conducted using 'fore-
cast' and 'nnfor' packages from R software. The 
significance level was set 0.05. 
 

Results 
 
The observed number of new infected cases from 
19th Feb to 30th Mar 2020 is shown in Fig. 2. This 
Figure also displays the predicted number and its 
95% confidence intervals for the next thirty days, 
until 29th Apr 2020. Both of ANN and ARIMA 
(0,1,0) forecasted an exponentially increasing 
trend for daily confirmed cases. ANN point esti-
mates are within ARIMA interval estimates. 
Therefore, although ARIMA prediction is more 
than ANN, their differences could be neglected. 
The prediction of models implies that if the ob-
served spreading pattern continues as before, the 
number of daily new cases would be 7872 and 
9558 on 29th Apr, respectively by ANN and 
ARIMA models.  
Regarding the goodness of fit assessment for both 
models; no pattern was revealed in the plots of re-
siduals versus observations' order. Moreover, re-
siduals seemed to be randomly scattered around 
zero (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2: Artificial Neural Netwok and ARIMA Forecasted number of new cases of COVID-19 until 29 April 2020 in 
Iran 

 
Fig. 3: Residual plots of (a) ARIMA & (b) Artificial Neural Network versus observation order 

 
There were no spikes in Autocorrelation and Par-
tial Autocorrelation Functions, indicating that no 
auto coloration remained among residuals (Fig. 4). 
Shapiro-Wilk tests approved normality of residu-
als from ARIMA and ANN algorithm (P=0.59 & 
P=0.23 respectively). Furthermore, NPP and His-
togram of residuals did not reveal any substantial 

deviation from normality (Fig. 5). Box-Ljung test 
also affirmed the stationary of residuals from 
ARIMA (P=0.32) and ANN (P= 0.10). Finally, 
goodness of fit for ARIMA and ANN was con-
firmed through all residual assessments.  
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Fig. 4: Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation Functions (ACF & PACF) of (a&b) ARIMA and (c&d) Artificial 

Neural Network residuals 

 
The comparison of ANN and ARIMA model is 
embedded in Table 1, to identify the better algo-
rithm for forecasting the new cases of COVID-19. 
Both MSE and MAE were less for ARIMA model; 
in the way that the prediction error ratio of ANN 
to ARIMA were 4.25 and 2.11 respectively accord-
ing to MSE and MAE. Therefore the ARIMA pre-
diction for the next coming thirty days would be 

more precise and more realistic. Fig. 6 also pic-
tured the underestimation of both methods how-
ever the absolute estimation error was more for 
ANN algorithm. In other words, the underestima-
tion was more for ANN in comparison to 
ARIMA. Therefore ANN prediction should be 
considered as the least ones. However even if the 
optimistic prediction of ANN fulfills in the future, 
an outbreak of COVID-19 would occur in Iran.  
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Table 1: Observed and Forecasted number of new cases of COVID-19 in Iran 

 

Days 
(of March 2020) 

Observed Forecasted 

  ANN* ARIMA** 
25th  2206 1464 1848 
26th  2389 1158 1935 
27th  2926 1141 2024 
28th  3076 1318 2114 
29th 2901 1365 2207 
30th 3189 1313 2300 

MSE†  557422 2369871 

MAE††  24.85 52.51 
*Artificial Neural Network     

                     **Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average  

   †Mean Squared Error 

    
† †Mean Absolute Error 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Normal Probability Plot and Histogram of (a&b) ARIMA and (c&d) Artificial Neural Network residuals 
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Fig. 6: Observed and Forecasted number of new cases of COVID-19 in Iran 
For model comparison the observed dataset was split into two parts including: train set (from 19th Feb to 24th 

Mar, 2020) and test set (from 25th Mar to 31th Mar, 2020) 

 

Discussion 
 
In this study, we predicted the number of new 
cases of COVID-19 using two different models 
(ARIMA and ANN) and then compared them to-
gether. The results of our study showed that there 
would be an increasing trend in the number of new 
cases in the following days in Iran. The number of 
new cases would be 6678 and 3977 with ARIMA 
and ANN models 2020 respectively on 24 Apr.  
Model comparison confirmed that ARIMA has 
more precisely forecasted future numbers. This is 
in line with other studies, introduced ARIMA as a 
useful model to predict the incidence of infectious 
disease (18). More accurate predictions of ARIMA 
in comparison to ANN has been also affirmed in 
applied studies previously (17).  
The number of new cases will increase in Iran (12, 
30-32). The number of estimated new cases are 
different in these studies together, which can be 
due to the use of different models and data at dif-
ferent times. Only, the ARIMA model was used 
and similar to one of our study models (31). The 
accuracy of the data is one of the issues that can 
affect on forecast accuracy. The lack of a sufficient 
number of diagnostic kits at the beginning of the 
epidemic and the presence asymptomatic people 
were the reasons that some patients were not rec-
ognized and cause underreporting and bias in fore-
casts. 

New Year had started in Iran, and many people 
have gone to travel and visit relatives, while some 
of them may be carrying the virus, and transfer it 
to others. Therefore, the number of new cases 
may increase in the next day, and the situation in 
Iran will be critical. For this reason, this forecast is 
important for health planning, the government 
and health leaders that design and implement ro-
bust strategies to prevent and control the disease, 
because government interventions have a great 
impact on disease prevention. 
 
Limitations 
Our study has two major limitations. First, due to 
insufficient data including information about pa-
tients' demographic and their social networks, no 
risk factor for this disease has been evaluated. Sec-
ond, few numbers of observations for this type of 
prediction algorithms is the major limitation in this 
study in the way which models might not be 
trained very well. However, the prediction of our 
study may be useful for health planning and the 
government.  
 

Conclusion 
 
Finally, if we want to have a correct forecast for 
the exact number of patients, we need to add data. 
However, we hope this paper be an alarm for 
health policy planners and decision-makers, which 
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by timely decision prepare essential materials for 
equipping hospitals.  
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